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Hepatitis C virus (HCV), a positive-stranded RNA flavivirus, persistently infects approximately 170 million persons worldwide and can lead to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. The approval of two HCV protease inhibitors, telaprevir and boceprevir, by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2011 dramatically improved therapy. These drugs are used in combination with pegylated interferon alfa and ribavirin. Although protease inhibitors have greatly enhanced the sustained viral response rate, these inhibitors are active against only the dominant viral genotype found in North America and Europe (genotype 1), and about a third of patients with genotype 1 infection do not have sustained viral repression. Without concurrent administration of interferon and ribavirin, drug resistance develops rapidly. Moreover, the use of interferon is associated with substantial side effects in many patients, and prolonged treatment (≥24 weeks) with these drugs is required to eliminate the virus, after which some patients still have a relapse. The protease inhibitors have nontrivial side effects and interfere with the cytochrome P-450 system, leading to drug–drug interactions.

To address these problems, second-generation protease inhibitors and small-molecule drugs to inhibit other viral enzymes are being evaluated in clinical studies. In the future, drug cocktails that target multiple HCV enzymes simultaneously may overcome the problems of monotherapy, as they have for infection with the human immunodeficiency virus. However, new therapeutic approaches that are less likely to create resistance and are effective against the diverse strains of HCV would be a welcome addition to the drug arsenal.

Janssen et al. now describe in the Journal just such an approach. This strategy arose from the discovery that to survive and replicate in liver cells, HCV depends on the most abundant host liver microRNA, miR-122. MicroRNAs consist of approximately 22-nucleotide RNAs that suppress the expression of messenger RNAs bearing partially complementary sequences by accelerating their degradation and inhibiting their translation into protein. The liver-expressed miR-122 binds to two highly conserved sites in HCV RNA, but rather than causing it to be degraded, miR-122 protects it from degradation. All tested strains of HCV depend on miR-122, suggesting that it is a universal HCV Achilles’ heel.

The action of a microRNA can be antagonized by introducing small RNAs with a complementary sequence, called antisense oligonucleotides, into cells. However, getting nucleic acids across the cell membrane into the cytosol, where the virus replicates, in vivo and in sufficient amounts for activity without unacceptable toxicity has been challenging. Because the liver is designed to remove toxic substances from the body, the hurdle for nucleic acid delivery to that organ is lowest. In fact, after two decades of research to convert antisense oligonucleotides into useful drugs, the first such drug, mipomersen, which inhibits the expression of apolipoprotein B-100 in the liver, was approved by the FDA to treat familial hypercholesterolemia. In the study by Janssen et al., the investigators used a chemically modified antisense oligonucleotide, which has an enhanced binding affinity, is resistant to nucleases, and is able to penetrate cell membranes. As a consequence, miravirsen, the miR-122 antisense oligonucleo-
tide that they tested, enters liver cells and binds tightly and stably to miR-122, preventing the latter from binding to HCV RNA. A preclinical study in two HCV-infected chimpanzees had shown that miravirsen (at a dose of 5 mg per kilogram of body weight) given weekly for 12 weeks reduced viral load by approximately 2.6 logs without causing drug resistance or serious side effects.

In the phase 2a dose-finding study, Janssen et al. administered subcutaneous weekly doses of miravirsen (3, 5, or 7 mg per kilogram) or placebo for 5 weeks in patients who had not undergone previous therapy for HCV infection. The patients did not receive any interferon or ribavirin but were allowed to add this combination therapy 2 weeks after the last miravirsen treatment in the lowest-dose group and 5 weeks after miravirsen in the higher-dose groups. Miravirsen treatment caused no significant toxic effects, aside from mild injection-site reactions and a transient slight increase in serum liver enzymes, and led to a dose-dependent reduction in viral load. At the highest dose, the viral load declined by approximately 3 logs and was below the level of detection in four of nine patients. There was no sign of drug resistance, as verified by sequencing of the targeted viral sequence. However, after miravirsen was stopped, levels of virus rebounded in patients who had not begun receiving interferon and ribavirin. Since miR-122 normally controls cholesterol levels independently of its effect on HCV, patients receiving miravirsen had a sustained decreases in serum cholesterol levels of approximately 25%, which lasted 14 weeks after the final injection. This result, together with other preclinical and clinical pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic findings, suggests that miravirsen (along with other liver-targeting nucleic acid drugs that make use of the RNA interference machinery) has a sustained biologic effect that lasts for weeks. This means that such drugs can be administered infrequently (probably at monthly intervals).

Antagonizing miR-122, alone or in conjunction with other antiviral agents already approved or in development, could provide curative therapy for a large proportion of patients infected with all HCV strains without danger of drug resistance. It could also shorten the treatment time to achieve viral elimination, reduce the rate of relapse, and offer the possibility of interferon-free regimens. Only further clinical trials can determine whether this promise can be met. A side benefit may be a reduced level of serum cholesterol, which may be especially important in patients with HCV infection because the strong pharmacokinetic interaction between HCV protease inhibitors and statins precludes the dual use of these drugs.

Although short-term administration of miravirsen did not sound any safety alarms, long-term use could prove to be problematic, since miR-122 is a tumor-suppressor gene for hepatocellular carcinoma. Mice that lack the gene for miR-122 are viable but have a high risk of fatty liver, fibrosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. Because these conditions are also side effects of HCV infection, careful study design and safety monitoring will continue to be critical. Pending satisfactory answers to the questions regarding safety, one could envisage an HCV RNA drug cocktail composed of miravirsen in combination with other therapeutic agents that might include small interfering RNAs directed against conserved sequences in the viral protease, replication complex, or polymerase genes.
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Treatment of HCV Infection by Targeting MicroRNA


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

The stability and propagation of hepatitis C virus (HCV) is dependent on a functional interaction between the HCV genome and liver-expressed microRNA-122 (miR-122). Miravirsen is a locked nucleic acid–modified DNA phosphorothioate antisense oligonucleotide that sequesters mature miR-122 in a highly stable heteroduplex, thereby inhibiting its function.

METHODS

In this phase 2a study at seven international sites, we evaluated the safety and efficacy of miravirsen in 36 patients with chronic HCV genotype 1 infection. The patients were randomly assigned to receive five weekly subcutaneous injections of miravirsen at doses of 3 mg, 5 mg, or 7 mg per kilogram of body weight or placebo over a 29-day period. They were followed until 18 weeks after randomization.

RESULTS

Miravirsen resulted in a dose-dependent reduction in HCV RNA levels that endured beyond the end of active therapy. In the miravirsen groups, the mean maximum reduction in HCV RNA level (log_{10} IU per milliliter) from baseline was 1.2 (P = 0.01) for patients receiving 3 mg per kilogram, 2.9 (P = 0.003) for those receiving 5 mg per kilogram, and 3.0 (P = 0.002) for those receiving 7 mg per kilogram, as compared with a reduction of 0.4 in the placebo group. During 14 weeks of follow-up after treatment, HCV RNA was not detected in one patient in the 5-mg group and in four patients in the 7-mg group. We observed no dose-limiting adverse events and no escape mutations in the miR-122 binding sites of the HCV genome.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of miravirsen in patients with chronic HCV genotype 1 infection showed prolonged dose-dependent reductions in HCV RNA levels without evidence of viral resistance. (Funded by Santaris Pharma; ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT01200420.)
Approximately 170 million persons worldwide are chronically infected with the hepatitis C virus (HCV). Chronic HCV infection is a major cause of liver cirrhosis, liver failure, and hepatocellular carcinoma and is the leading indication for liver transplantation in many Western countries. Sustained eradication of HCV infection has been associated with a reduced risk of liver-related morbidity and all-cause mortality.

Despite the recent registration of protease inhibitors for the treatment of chronic HCV genotype 1 infection, current therapeutic regimens remain dependent on the administration of pegylated interferon and ribavirin for 24 to 48 weeks. Thus, anti-HCV therapy continues to be associated with substantial side effects. In addition, there is the risk of drug interactions mediated by cytochrome P-450 3A, drug resistance, unknown sustainability of response, and reduced efficacy against certain HCV genotypes and subtypes.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, endogenous, noncoding RNAs that direct posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression by binding to partially complementary sites within the 3′ untranslated region of target messenger RNAs (mRNAs), resulting in translational repression or mRNA deadenylation and degradation. MiRNAs have been implicated in the regulation of a wide range of important biologic processes, such as cellular growth and differentiation, developmental timing, apoptosis, and modulation of host response to viral infection.

MicroRNA-122 (miR-122) is a highly abundant miRNA expressed in the liver and is essential to the stability and propagation of HCV RNA. MiR-122 binds to two closely spaced target sites (S1 and S2) in the highly conserved 5′ untranslated region of the HCV genome, thereby forming an oligomeric miR-122–HCV complex that protects the HCV genome from nucleolytic degradation or from host innate immune responses. A third potential miR-122 binding site in the 3′ untranslated region of the HCV genome does not appear to have any functional relevance. The miR-122 binding sites are conserved across all HCV genotypes and subtypes. Miravirsen could thus represent a host target for antiviral therapy.

Miravirsen is a 15-nucleotide locked nucleic acid–modified antisense oligonucleotide complementary to and with a high affinity and specificity for the 5′ region of mature miR-122. Miravirsen can sequester and thus inhibit miR-122 (Fig. 1). The administration of miravirsen to chimpanzees with chronic HCV infection provided long-lasting viral suppression without evidence of resistant mutations at the two miR-122 binding sites of the 5′ untranslated region of the HCV genome, and no adverse events were observed in phase 1 studies in healthy volunteers. Here, we report on the safety and activity of miravirsen in patients with chronic HCV infection.

**METHODS**

**STUDY POPULATION**

Patients who had not undergone previous therapy for chronic HCV genotype 1 infection were enrolled at seven international sites. Eligible patients were 18 to 65 years of age and were required to have compensated liver disease with a plasma HCV RNA level of more than 75,000 IU per milliliter. Patients with other causes of chronic liver disease, cirrhosis (as diagnosed on previous biopsy), or decompensated liver disease were excluded. Patients were also required to be seronegative for hepatitis B surface antigen and antibodies to human immunodeficiency virus and to have an absolute neutrophil count of 1500 or more per cubic millimeter, a platelet count of 100,000 or more per cubic millimeter, normal values for serum creatinine and for total and direct bilirubin, and alanine aminotransferase levels less than 3 times the upper limit of the normal range.

The study was approved by the institutional review board or ethics committee at each participating center and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, Good Clinical Practice guidelines, and local regulations. All patients provided written informed consent before enrollment in the study.

**STUDY DESIGN**

From September 2, 2010, to November 16, 2011, we enrolled 36 patients in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, sequential-series, ascending multiple dose–ranging study. The patients underwent central randomization with the use of a Web-based system in a 3:1 ratio to receive either miravirsen (in doses of 3 mg, 5 mg, or 7 mg per...
kilogram of body weight) or placebo. An independent review committee evaluated safety data for the 3-mg group before the study drug was administered to the 5-mg group; the same process was used for the 7-mg group.

Miravirsen was reconstituted to a concentration of 150 mg per milliliter and was administered subcutaneously in five weekly doses over a 29-day period (Fig. 1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article).
Placebo injections contained normal saline (0.9% sodium) and were administered at a volume equivalent to that for miravirsen. After the administration period, patients returned for weekly follow-up visits until week 8, for visits every 2 weeks until week 14, and for a final visit at week 18. At the investigators’ discretion, patients were allowed to initiate therapy with pegylated interferon and ribavirin at study week 7 (for patients receiving 3 mg of miravirsen per kilogram) or week 10 (for those receiving 5 mg or 7 mg per kilogram).

**STUDY OVERSIGHT**

The study protocol (available at NEJM.org) was designed and developed by the sponsor, Santaris Pharma, along with the principal investigator at each study site and representatives of Duke Clinical Research Institute. All authors participated in the collection of the data, had complete access to data, participated in the data analysis, and were involved in the preparation and content review of the final manuscript. Duke statisticians performed the statistical analyses. The publication committee, consisting of the first author and several co-authors (including a representative of the sponsor), made the decision to submit the manuscript for publication. All authors vouch for the completeness and accuracy of this report as well as the fidelity of the report to the study protocol.

**EFFICACY, SAFETY, AND PHARMACOKINETICS**

At every patient visit, we measured the plasma HCV RNA levels using the Abbott RealTime HCV assay, with a reported lower limit of detection and quantification of 12 IU per milliliter. Samples with HCV RNA levels below the lower limit of detection or quantification were considered to have undetectable levels. The HCV RNA genotype was assessed by an in-house genotype-specific polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR) assay that had been developed with the use of the nucleotide sequence of the hypervariable region 1 of the E2 protein of HCV. Direct sequencing was used to confirm the genotype in the event that the result obtained on PCR assay was ambiguous.

Assessment of resistance-associated mutations was performed in all patients at baseline and at week 5 and at the time of viral rebound in the event that the HCV RNA level exceeded 1000 IU per milliliter and pegylated interferon and ribavirin were not initiated. Amplification and sequence analysis of miR-122 binding sites within the 5′ and 3′ HCV RNA untranslated regions was accomplished by site-specific primed reverse-transcriptase PCR, followed by population-based sequencing with the use of the Applied Biosystems 3730xl Genetic Analyzer (for details, see the Methods section in the Supplementary Appendix).

We performed physical examinations and serum biochemical and hematologic laboratory tests at all study visits. We asked the patients open-ended questions to determine whether new adverse events, both general and according to organ system, had emerged since the previous visit; all adverse events were classified according to terms used in the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities. Adverse events were considered to be mild if they were transient in nature and generally did not interfere with normal activities, moderate if they were sufficiently discomforting to interfere with normal activities, and severe if they prevented normal activities. Twelve-lead electrocardiography was performed at screening and periodically throughout the study. Plasma samples for miravirsen pharmacokinetic assessment were collected before the administration of each dose of a study drug and 2 hours after each dose. Miravirsen levels were determined with the use of a hybridization enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

The primary analyses included all patients who underwent randomization and who received at least one dose of a study drug. We compared the rates at which HCV RNA levels declined using HCV RNA measurements obtained throughout the study period or until the initiation of therapy with pegylated interferon and ribavirin. To gauge the decline in viral load associated with miravirsen alone, we excluded from the analyses HCV RNA results after the initiation of therapy with pegylated interferon and ribavirin. To report all potential toxicity during or after the administration of miravirsen, we reported side effects and biochemical safety profiles on all data that were collected from baseline to week 18, regardless of whether patients were receiving pegylated interferon and ribavirin.

For each patient, we determined the maximum change in the HCV RNA level from baseline and used two-sample t-tests to compare the means of these values in each miravirsen-dose group with
the placebo group. A P value of 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance; all tests were two-sided, with no adjustment for multiple testing. We assessed the dose–response relationships to HCV RNA levels using a linear trend test, assuming an equal space among the four study groups. All analyses were performed with the use of SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute).

### Results

**Patients**

A total of 36 patients with chronic HCV genotype 1 infection were enrolled in the study, with 9 patients in each miravirsen group (receiving 3 mg, 5 mg, or 7 mg per kilogram) and in the placebo group (Fig. 2 in the Supplementary Appendix). Baseline characteristics were similar among the four study groups (Table 1). Of the 36 patients, 12 started therapy with pegylated interferon and ribavirin during follow-up.

#### Efficacy

The reduction in HCV RNA levels was dose-dependent and sustained beyond the administration period for miravirsen (Fig. 2). In the miravirsen groups, the mean of the maximum reduction in HCV RNA levels (log₁₀ IU per milliliter) from baseline was 1.2 (P = 0.01) for patients receiving 3 mg per kilogram, 2.9 (P = 0.003) for those receiving...
5 mg per kilogram, and 3.0 (P = 0.002) for those receiving 7 mg per kilogram, as compared with a decline of 0.4 in the placebo group. A reduction in the HCV RNA level of at least 2 log_{10} IU per milliliter occurred in one patient (11%) in the group receiving 3 mg of miravirsen per kilogram and in six patients each (67%) in the groups receiving 5 mg or 7 mg of miravirsen per kilogram, as compared with none of the patients in the placebo group. Corresponding dose-dependent pharmacokinetic profiles are shown in Figure 3 in the Supplementary Appendix.

Figure 3 shows the reductions in HCV RNA levels among individual patients during the administration of miravirsen and after initiation of pegylated interferon and ribavirin. In five patients, the use of miravirsen alone resulted in undetectable HCV RNA (i.e., <12 IU per milliliter). Of these patients, one who received 5 mg of miravirsen per kilogram had undetectable HCV RNA at study week 14 but subsequently had an HCV RNA level of 3180 IU per milliliter at week 18. The other four patients, who received 7 mg of miravirsen per kilogram, had undetectable HCV RNA at study week 5 (in one patient), week 6 (in one patient), or week 14 (in two patients). In the two patients with undetectable HCV RNA at weeks 5 and 6, the HCV RNA levels remained undetectable up to and including week 10. Subsequently, one patient had a detectable HCV RNA level of 6230 IU per milliliter at week 12, and the other started therapy with pegylated interferon and ribavirin at week 10 and remained without detectable HCV RNA through the end of study (week 18). Of the two patients with undetectable HCV RNA levels at week 14, one continued to have undetectable HCV RNA throughout the study, and the other had a low HCV RNA level of 80 IU per milliliter at week 18.

Virologic rebound, which is defined as an increase exceeding 1 log_{10} in the HCV RNA level over nadir, occurred after the discontinuation of miravirsen in 1 patient receiving 3 mg of the drug per kilogram (at week 18), in 5 patients receiving 5 mg of the drug per kilogram (3 patients at week 10, 1 at week 14, and 1 at week 18), and in 3 patients receiving 7 mg of the drug per kilogram (at weeks 12, 14, and 18). We did not detect resistance-associated mutations in the two miR-122 seed sites of the HCV genome in any of the 36 patients. We observed no apparent relationships between the declines in HCV RNA levels and factors that have previously been associated with such declines, including the IL28B genotype (rs12979860), baseline serum interferon-inducible protein 10 (IP-10) levels, baseline viral load, the presence of HCV genotypes 1a or 1b, and other baseline characteristics of the patients.

SAFETY

Of the 112 adverse events that were recorded for patients receiving miravirsen, 93 were grade 1, 17 were grade 2, and 2 were grade 3. Of the 31 adverse events recorded for patients receiving placebo, 23 were grade 1, 7 were grade 2, and 1 was grade 3 (thrombocytopenia, which was assessed by the investigator as moderate in severity). There were no dose-limiting toxic effects or treatment discontinuations because of adverse events (Table 2).

During the 18-week study period, five patients in the miravirsen groups (two receiving 3 mg per kilogram, 1 receiving 5 mg per kilogram, and two receiving 7 mg per kilogram) and two patients in the placebo group had adverse events of moderate severity. These events included single occurrences of headache, otitis externa, pelvic
bone injury after a fall, syncope, and flulike symptoms (after starting pegylated interferon and ribavirin) among the miravirsen-treated patients, and headache and a hand abscess among the placebo-treated patients. The only severe event during the study was loss of consciousness in one patient 9 weeks after the last dose of 7 mg of miravirsen per kilogram, which occurred after a fall and also resulted in pelvic bone injury. This severe event was designated as a serious adverse event, since the patient was hospitalized overnight for observation.

Injection-site reactions that included a combination of erythema, pruritus, persistent induration,
or a burning sensation are characteristic of oligonucleotide drugs and were reported in two patients in our study, both in the group receiving 7 mg of miravirsen per kilogram. These injection-site reactions were self-limited or resolved with minimal treatment. No systemic allergic reactions were observed. There were no deaths.

Among patients receiving miravirsen, biochemical safety profiles indicated a sustained decrease in levels of serum alanine aminotransferase (Fig. 4A in the Supplementary Appendix), aspartate aminotransferase, and γ-glutamyl transpeptidase. Clinically insignificant increases in levels of serum alkaline phosphatase and creatinine that were not dose-dependent were noted among most patients in all three groups receiving miravirsen. None of these increases exceeded the criteria for grade 1 toxicity, according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 4.0. No clinically significant changes in hemoglobin levels or total white-cell counts were noted during miravirsen administration. There were mean increases of 8 to 10% above baseline in platelet counts among patients receiving miravirsen, but there were no clinically significant changes in prothrombin time or activated partial thromboplastin time. No patient stopped miravirsen treatment or required a dose reduction because of laboratory abnormalities. As expected, a decrease in the serum total cholesterol level was found (Fig. 4B in the Supplementary Appendix). There were no changes in the ratio of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol to high-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

**Discussion**

In this study, five weekly injections of miravirsen, an antisense inhibitor of miR-122, produced a dose-dependent and prolonged decrease in HCV RNA levels in patients with chronic HCV genotype 1 infection. In some patients, undetectable HCV RNA levels were achieved. We observed no evidence of viral resistance.

Patients receiving miravirsen had reductions in aminotransferase levels, in contrast to the increased levels reported in those receiving phosphorothioate antisense compounds in previous studies. Miravirsen treatment did not result in clinically significant changes in renal function or increases in the activated partial thromboplastin time. A gradual and prolonged non–dose-dependent reduction in cholesterol levels was observed in accordance with the effects of miR-122 antagonism on cholesterol homeostasis, consistent with data from previous studies in mice and nonhuman primates. Studies of miravirsen in animals have not indicated any adverse effects associated with the sequestration of miR-122 and subsequent upregulation of miR-122–regulated target mRNAs, suggesting that short-term inhibition of miR-122 is safe. The degree of modulation of most miR-122–regulated target mRNAs is relatively...
small and could explain the good side-effect profile. In contrast, the effects of miR-122 sequestration appear to result in a more substantial change in HCV RNA levels. The expression of several miR-122–regulated host genes has been implicated in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma, suggesting that miR-122 has tumor-suppressive effects. Although a direct causal relationship between sustained loss of miR-122 function and hepatocellular carcinoma remains to be determined, down-regulation of miR-122 has been described in hepatocellular carcinoma, with lower miR-122 levels correlating with a poor prognosis. However, Varnholt et al. have reported the up-regulation of miR-122 in HCV-induced hepatocellular carcinoma, suggesting that the role of miR-122 in HCV-derived hepatocellular carcinoma could be different from that in hepatocellular carcinomas not associated with HCV. Regardless, short-term inhibition of miR-122 by miravirsen was shown to be reversible.

Reduced intrahepatic miR-122 levels, possibly related to higher expression of interferon-regulated genes, have been observed in patients who did not have a virologic response to interferon-based therapy. However, other studies have not shown any association between intrahepatic interferon-regulated genes and miR-122 expression. We did not find a clear association between virologic response to miravirsen and baseline IP-10 levels, IL28B genotype, or any other host and viral factors assessed in this study. However, the power of our study to identify factors associated with virologic response was limited because of the small sample size.

Our results are relevant to the consideration of miravirsen as a potential treatment for HCV infection. First, the miR-122 HCV binding sites are highly conserved, allowing the use of miravirsen in all HCV genotypes. Second, we have not observed evidence of escape mutations in HCV RNA in primates or humans treated with miravirsen, indicating a high genetic barrier to resistance. Third, the pharmacokinetic profile of miravirsen, with a gradual increase in trough levels representing hepatic accumulation and a prolonged tissue clearance half-life, allows once-monthly regimens, favoring patient compliance. Unlike the currently approved protease inhibitors, miravirsen is not a substrate for cytochrome P-450 and is therefore not expected to have significant drug–drug interactions.

Five patients receiving short-term miravirsen alone had undetectable HCV RNA levels, indicating the potential of miravirsen as monotherapy for chronic HCV infection. However, four of these five patients had a rebound in viral levels at the end of the study, indicating that four weeks of administration of miravirsen (at a weekly dose of 7 mg per kilogram) was insufficient to achieve a sustained virologic response in these patients. It is not clear whether regimens of miravirsen of longer duration could achieve a sustained virologic response; we are currently testing the effect of a 12-week regimen (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT01727934). A sustained virologic response has been achieved in several patients treated with an interferon-free regimen that combined direct-acting antiviral agents. It is possible that miravirsen could be used as a host-targeting agent to increase the antiviral efficacy of such combination regimens by providing a continuous barrier to viral breakthrough, an approach that would seem worth testing, given the rapid clearance of direct-acting antiviral agents, potential issues of compliance with increased pill burden of current treatment regimens, and selection of resistance-associated mutations.

Because of the wide applicability of antisense therapy, the strategy we have described here may also be relevant for diseases other than chronic HCV infection. Within the field of hepatology, the inhibition of miR-122 has been associated with an improvement of steatosis in a mouse model of diet-induced obesity, suggesting a role for miR-122 antagonism in the treatment of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. Within other fields, therapeutic silencing of disease-associated miRNAs in preclinical studies of cancer and of cardiovascular and autoimmune disorders has delivered results that warrant clinical investigation.

In conclusion, miravirsen administered in five weekly subcutaneous injections over 29 days to patients with chronic HCV infection resulted in significant virologic responses. With this study, we have shown a therapeutic effect by targeting a noncoding host miRNA.
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